
THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS

The Burarra and Gurwiartpa people are Australian Aborigines whose

homelands are in the Blyth and Cadell River regions. They number

approximately 600; making up the predominant part ofthe Burarra Language

Family2
, being also geographically central and speaking three very dose

dialects Linguistically these dialects are identified by their pronunciations of the

term for 'that one near you', either ^n-fwr^gwn^narda, or gun-narfpavTlie first

two dialect groups are known by their regional tribe names: Ari^barraat the

'base' (mouth) of the Blyth River, located on the west side, andMartay onthe

eastern side of the Blyth River. The Gun-nartpa dialect is spoken by the

Mu-golarra regional tribe (also known as Mukarli) in theCadell River region.

The An-barra and Martay people were first called Burarra by their eastern

neighbours; they refer to tteir dialects jointly as Gu-jingarliya 'it with tongue'.

The Gun-nartpa people refer to theirx>wn dialect as Gu~jarlabiya 'it moves along'.

These three regional tribes, with theirttiree close dialects, or two^ depending on

perspective, are proud of their separate identities, but closely supportone

another in cultural and social interaction, and participate together in the Bparra

Bilingual Education Program based at Maningrida School.

In 1957, with the establishment of Maningrida Settlement on Gunabidji

land at the mouth of the Liverpool River, people from all the neighbouring tribes

came to enjoy the benefits of food rations, a market for handcrafts, medical help

etc.—and the Burarra and Gun-nartpa people came in large numbers. They were

the language majority and, to a certain extent, Burarra became the lingua franca.

There were inevitable problems in this new life. Now, instead of small

family clans living in their individual homelands, whole tribes, and diverse

tribes, lived side by side in a semi-circle ranging around Maningrida. There were

new opportunities for transgression of tribal laws and resulting feuds. Easy food

could replace the dignity of hunting and food gathering. The authority and

responsibility for the children was soon shared with the school, and night time

activities such as movies and later the 'twisf, etc., were provided by the

Europeans, with the effect of dispersing the family campfire group. But during

this time, the seasonal return to homelands for hunting and ceremonies

remained a strength to the peoples.

In 1964, one of the Gun-nartpa leaders, Nym Marnalpuy, together with

Jimmy Gerlgerl, took my husband, Dave Glasgow, to his homeland, Gochan

Jiny-jirra, on the Cadell River. They saw that it had all the qualities for making a

produce garden similar to the gardens at Maningrida. And in 1966, the

Gun-nartpa people made a plan, enlisted my husband's help in locating a boat

to buy, and took out sweet potato cuttings and coconuts to plant. From there,

'Cadell Gardens' grew, received a loan from the Maningrida Progress

Association, who sold the produce in its shop; had in its employ first Bob Collins

(who later became a politician), and later Vianga Veikosa from Tonga. Today the

^e two other dialects belonging to the Burarra Language Family are Gurrgonior

Gun-gurrgoni to the west, on the eastern side of the Tomkinson River, and Yanyangu, spoken by

the Maringa Regional Tribe to the east, on the eastern side of Cape Stewart. These are prefixing

dialects, characteristic of the Burarra Language Family, but there is a much greater difference

between them and the Burarra - Gun-nartpa dialects.
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Cadell Gardens are back to clan proportions, the people still taking pride in them
and maintaining them as Community Development Employment Program
workers. The Gun-nartpa people were the first in the area to re-settle their

homeland in a new way.

In the early 1970s, when contemporary Aboriginal issues heavily involved
the struggle for land rights, many Burarra people began to move back to resettle
their homelands, and a support system was developed to service such
communities from Maningrida: the Maningrida Progress Association, providing
'tucker runs'; the Bawinanga Homelands Centre (largely the vision of
Dave Bond) providing radio contact, vehicle maintenance, bores and tanks for
water supply, and housing, as well as a continuing market for handcrafts; and
Maningrida School assisting Aboriginal teachers, in order that the children could
have school in their homelands. Since 1980, Gochan Jiny-jirra has had its own
school under the Northern Territory Department of Education. Burarra and
Gun-nartpa homeland communities which are resettled and developed today
include: Gochan Jiny-jirra and Ji-barlbarl (Gun-nartpa Tribe); Ji-bena (An-barra
Tribe); and Yilan, Ji-marda, Gu-mugumuk, Ji-mulawa, Mewirnba and Wurdeja
(Martay Tribe). A fair number of Burarra and Gun-nartpa people still live at
Maningrida and some live in Darwin, but they move back and forth, to and from
their homelands.
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